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The Alfalfa Leaf-Weevil.
By E. G. Titus.
INTRODUCTORY.
The alfalfa leaf-weevil (Phytonomus murinus Fab. ).
which has during the last three years been doing considerable
damage in the central part of this State, is a European insect
which by some means unknown has been introduced into Utah.
The species appears to be not uncommon throughout Europe
ana parts of Asia and Africa. It belongs to the large order
of hardt-shelled insects called beetles (Coleoptera) and in a
gr{mp generally called snout-beetles (Family CW'culionidae).
To this same group belong many of ,o ur most serious pests,
such as the .plum. curculio, cotton boll-weevil and strawberry
weevil.
It occurs over all of Europe, a portion of northern Africa
and eastern Asia. It pr'o bably occurs throughout all of the
regions in whIch alfalfa is cultivated in the eastern hemisphere but rarely causing damage sufficient to be reported.
Heeger 3 has given a brief synopsis of its life history and work.
'I'his weevil belongs to a genus of insects which feed principally upon leguminous plants and several species in the genus have been introduced i'nto the United States and Canada.
Two of these, the clover leaf-weevil (P. punctatus), and the
lesser clover leaf-weevil (P. nigirostris), have done considerable damage to the clover crop in the eastern and central
states and the former has been reporteCl as injuring clover in
Oregon. They also feed on ~falfa and other related plants.
FOOD PLANTS.
The alfalfa leaf-weevil has now been found feeding and
breeding in Utah on seven species of plants: alfalfa (Medicago sativa), burr clover (M. lupulina), white sweet clover
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(Melilotus alba), yellow sweet clover (1VI. oificinalis), red clover (Trifolium pratense), white clover (T. repens), alsike clover (T. hybridum.) and crimson clover (T. incarnatum).
We
have several .spec.ies of native clovers but so far the weevils
have not been reported as feeding on them. The native clovers are rather rare in the State, occuring mostly in our mountain cany{)ns.
In our breeding cages the weevil has refused to feeci on
hairy vetch (Vicia villosa), and Buffalo pea (Astragalus Utahensis) .. H-o wever, the beetles have several times been found
hibernating under the leaves of this latter plant. This Astragalus and several other species of the same genus, with several species of Lupinus are not uncommon throughout the uncultivated areas of the State but up to the present time we
have seen no indications of the weevils attacking these native
plants.
If a species' collected at Chicago by Mr. Kwiat,18* and also
bred by lVlr. Wolcott is P. murlnus a new food ,p lant must be
added, a vet0h (Lathyrus venosus). There are several vetches occurring native in Utah, yet where severely infested alfalfa is -g rowing wild in the sage brush clump.s on the mountain
sides with the wilci sweet pea (L. Utahensis), growing up
through the alfalfa, no sign of any injury has been noticed to
the wilci pea by either the larvae . or the adults of the weevil.
Kaltenbach10 records the weevil as f eeding in Europe on Medicago sativa and M. falcata.
Burr clover occurs in many places throughout the State,
along rorudsides, railroads and ditch banks', as well as in the
alfalfa fields, and is quite C'ommonly infested with the weevil.
0'11 the clovers the weevils do not appear to lay their eggs
early in the season but begin to infest them after the alfalfa
has been considerably attacked. June 15th, 1908, June 25th,
1909, and May lOth, 1910, were the first dates that larvae were
found feeding on white sweet clover. The adults cio not do
as much dam.a ge to these plants as they do to the burr clov*Numbers refer t o Bibliograpby at end.
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er, which has often been found quite thoroughly stripped. It
is rather unusual to find either of the sweet clovers infested
early in the spring and often where th e infestation occurs later in the season it is in isolated places away from the fields,
such as in orchards or along roadsides, th e injury being usually sli'ght.
Their occurrence breeding on r ed clover is rather rare,
but where white clover has been introduced into the tielns and
along fences and ditch banks adjoining the fields, it is not uncommon to find the larvae present by Jun e or early July.
ACTUAL LOSS.

In the Salt Lake County region two tons to the acre is a
fair average for the firs crop, one and one-half tons for the
second crop and one ton or less for the third crop.
During the first year of the presence of the weevils there
is s.c arcely any damage notice·able.
The second year, under
orllinary c.onditions';:' the alfalfa is injured fro·m one-quarter
to three.- quarters of the first crop and from one-quarter to
one~half of the second crop.
The thirn year of infestation
brings about a most serious condition.
There are many fields the present year which could not.
be cut, and, where the alfalfa did grow to a sufficient height
to allow it to be cut, it was not nearly mature and the hay was
of a c.orrespondingly less value.
The larvae are nearly full grown at the usual time of cutting the first crop, and many of them crawl hack to the stubble and prevent the second crop from starting for sevcraJ
weeks. In 1909 . there were many fields south of Salt Lake
City that di'd not sJ10w signs of green for at least that long
after removing the first crop. (PI. VII.)
The present year
there were fields that were cut the middle of !vlay that up to
the 20th or 25th of June had shown no signs of starting.
Fielns ten years old and upwards are often so slow stllrt*In 1910 the extremely dry spring and summer, together with the
weevil injury, caused a much greater loss than would have occurred
under ordinary conditions.
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ing in the spring that the . ~ eevils get abundant opportnnity
to check the growth so as to almost kill the plants. l\IaIlty or
the older fields, twenty-five to thirty years old, have. in H.iO~)
and 1910, been so thoroughly eaten that up to the last of JlllW.
1910, the alfalfa in these fields had not grown over four inches.
During the past few years the price of hay haH risen rapidly until in 1909-1910 the first cutting sold at *14.00 a ton
loos'e in the field. There will be a loss this year (Ill a greater
p·a rt of the Salt Lake acreage of 80 per cent and ~,ver of the
first crop, or about 6,300 tons. Of the area in Summit County, about two-thirds, Or 2,000 tons; and of that ill Davis C~onn
ty, about one-half, or 2,000 tons, had from 40 Lo 50 per cent
loss on the first c,r op, a few fields in the former co Illl ty 'heing
as· seriously injured as the worst ones in Salt Lake County.
In Summit County, where the alfalfa fields often contaiu
considerable timothy which sDmewhat shades the alfalfa, til()
weevils no not do as much damage. On the remainder of tht-~
area infested the loss "vas only nominal on the first crop,
since it was the first year of infestation.

DISTRIBUTION.
Original Utah Introduction.
The actual manner ofiniroduction will probably never
be known, since there are a numb er of Wav'S by which this
could have been readily accompllShed. Th e weevil hibernating in any sheltered spot might easily have crawled into straw,
hay or other ma.terial to be used in shipping household goods,
crockery or nursery stock into the United States. The boxes
c.ontaining these goods or other material shipped may have
been standing out of doors in the infested region and thus
easily have becom hibernating places for th~ i'n sects. It is
probable that this speries has been previously introduced in-
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to the states, along th e Atlantic Coast but not finning the proper food plant did not obtain a footholn.
Distribution By Years.
Since it would take several years for the weevil to become sufficiently numerous to cause noticeable injury to crops.
it has probably been in the State for at least ten years'.
1904 to 1906.
The infestation of a greater part of the injured area has
occurred since 1907. Th e earliest record of damage obtained
was one that occurred in the spring of 1904 on a farm on the
east side of Salt Lake City. Several acres were, at that time.
seriously injured. In the injured portion of the field about
half the first crop was lost and the second crop severely injured, according to the statement of a man who liven on the
fa.rm that year.
Damage by this insect was noticed in alfalfa fi elds in the
spring of 1905 s'e veral miles southeas,t of this place by Mr.
Joseph C. Stay and Mr. James Anderson. In 1906, 11r. LeRoy Turpin found the weevils in a field on the north east
side of IVlurray.

Spread 1907-1909.
By the fall of 1901 the 'weevil had spread as far south as
Big Cottonwood Creek thus covering the alfalfa territory
east of Salt Lake City and ~a:urray. In 1908 the infestati0n
reached Sandy, West J ordan , Granger, Midvale and T,a.ylorsville.
In 1909 the places first i'n festen in 1908 began to show serious injury and the spring infestation of 1909 reached Hunters, Lark, Riters, Riverton, Olivers, Draper and probably all
other parts of Salt Lake County, including the side' canyons
opening into this v,a lley on the west; the canyons on the east
having been infested during previous years. This year th e
weevils reached as far north as Centerville in Davis County,
doing some damage in t he southern part of that county.
The weevil has undoubtedly been present in part of Sum-
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mit County along the Web el' River for at least three years.
It was probably carried to t his county in wagons. of supplies
being taken from the Salt Lake district over the mountains
and by sheepmen taking feed with them when moving their
stock on to the Summit County ranges.

1910.
In 1910 the spring infestation southward spread from the
Salt Lake County line to three miles below Provo.
lVIr. Ainslie"" and the author collecteo. weevils and larvae
June 4th in the Provo region and the author has since found
it on scattered alfalfa throughout Provo Canyon to Heber.
t
To the north it probably covered all the territory from
Centerville to the southern part of W eber County. Mr. Ainslie collected weevils and larvae seven miles north of Layton,
near the Bamberger railway, on June 18.
The author took
weevils and larvae in fields in Weber County, north of Roy .
on June 27th. The Summit County infestation is slowly spreading, and while the uninfested alfalfa districts are somewhat
isolated, it will be but a short time befor it reaches, Weber
COunty from the east side. It is probable that it has been in
parts of Morgan County for two years sin ce the infestation
this year is quite severe at l\t{organ and in the Porterville district. The acreage at present seriously infested is about as
follows :-Salt Lake County, 3,500 acres (all of area); SlllIfmit County, 1,500 acres (seven-eighths) ; Davis County, 2,500
acres (all); Utah County, 2,000 acres (one-third); Tooele
County, 400 acres (one-half); :M organ County, 800 acres (onehalf) ; ano. Weber County, 40 acres.

Area Infested July 1, 1910.
The present distribution in Utah coverS the greater portion of several counties (Map 1.). The weevils have been
found from the lower levels of the valleys (4200 feet) to the
tops of the dividing mountai'n chains (7,000-7,500 feet).
*Mr. C. N. Ainslie of the Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Dept. of Agr., was
detailed to co-operate in the alfalfa weevil work April 3, 1910.

MAP 1.-Show ing distribution of alfalfa leaf-w eevil up to July 1. 191.0.
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Salt Lake County.
It occurs throughout all of Salt Lake County, including
the canyons opening from the mountain ranges on each side
into the valley. Es·p ecially is tbis true of such canyons a
Parley's, Emigration, City Creek 1\1ill Creek, Big Cotton'w ood
and Little Cottonwood. The weevil has been found pTesent
where isolated clumps of alfalfa are growing wild throughout
the mountain and sagebrush districts of the~e regions.
Summit and Morgan Counties.
It is known to occur from a ranch on Beaver Creek, sev·
ral miles above Kamas', Summit County, down the Web er
River to 1\1:ilton in Morgan County; from Park City in Summit County down Silver Creek* to its junction with the Weber Ri'ver at Wanship; from several miles above Upton, Summit County, down Chalk Creek to its junction with the Web er
River at Coalville ; ana in .a ll the cultivated sections along the
small canyons which open into the ,Veber River as far dov, n
as Milton in l\l[organ County.
Davis and Weber Counties.
It is becoming quite common throughout all of the alfalfa r egions of Davis County and there" i's some infeSltation m
Weber County north of the Davis-Web r county line.

Tooele County.
In rrooele County the present kno"'n infestation Tea.ch e·
from the first alfalfa fields in the northeastern part of th e
county'X<':f n ear the Great Salt Lak e t o fi elds on the north s ide
of the to"" n of Tooele.
Utah and Wasatch Counties.
In Utah County it bas been found in many fi elds north
and eas:t of Utah Lake, from the Salt Lake County line to
about three miles southeast of Proyo. :ll1d in Ameri can F ork
and Pr'ovo Canyons.

*Ainslie,

Sadler and the author, June 16, ] 910.
**First repor te d by Dr. Blankinship June, 1910.

To Id8ho>,Orefj.ol1
217d Wasninrrtol1

{

.,I ~

Poc.ClLel

DNA
MAP 2.-Prin cipal railwa y lin es in Utah . Note the four main lin es all
pass through the infe sted region .
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Weevils and larvae have been collected in alfalfa fields
up Provo canyon into the Heber district in Wasatch County.
Thi's is not at all surprising since Heber is closely connected
with the Provo and Kamas country, both by railroad ann by
well traveled wagon roads. Examinations have been made of
the other large alfalfa regions of the State and no weevils
were found in them up to the first of July.
While this, so far as we know, was the limit of infestation,
it is probable that there are isolated colonies along the main
wagon roads and railroads leading out of the infested area.*

MEANS OF DISTRIBUTION.
There are many ways by wh~ch the ins'e ct may be distributed over the c.ountry. Probably the most prevalent, and
at the same time, most noticeable means, are the spring and
summer flights. The weevil may be found fl ying for a period of about six weeks in the early spring. After this:, the females are apparently so heavy with eggs that they are rarely
seen flying, ann then only for short dista.nces. The summer
flight is shorter.
Spring Flight.
In the S'p ring of 1910, on April 17, a warm wind was blowing directly southeast over the divide between Salt Lake and
Utah Counties near Point of Mountain.
Observations were
made for a distance of fifteen miles beyond this divide and
weevils were found flying at elevations from a few feet above
the ground to the top of a high barn , thi's and the cottonwood
trees being the highest points in that vicinity.
From what
we now know of its spread during the spring of 1910, there
must have been several repeated flights on those early spring
days, when there were warm winns blowing to the south and
southeast, thus aiding in carrying the vveevils into on e of th e
hest alfalfa regi'ons of the state.
*On July 13th the author took two adult weevils crawling on a coal
car on a local freight train bound northward at Cache Junction,
Cache Co. , Utah.
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Summer Flight.
The summer flight of ' 1908 and 1909 began about June
30th. In 1910 the first weevils were noticed flying June 3rd.
The m,a in flight apparently continued for about three weeks.
In 1908 and 1909, after August 20th to August 25th, the weevils became less active in their habits and 'w ere rarely seen fly ing.
At all times of the year when they are at all active, they
may be seen crawling through the fi elds, and during the migrating seasons, both spring and summer, may be found i'n almost all parts of the infested region , generally m,o ving from
one place to the other during the warm sunny portion of the
d-ay.

Alfalfa Seed.
There is very little danger of the distribution of the weev- .
il in seen coming from an infested region, provided such seed
has been properly cleaned by screening.

Other Means of Distribution.
:M.a ny of the fruit orchards are surrounded on one or
more sides by alfalfa fields, and in some cases sweet and other '
clovers, and alfalfa grow in the orchards. The migrating
weevils often crawl into the fruit packages which are being
shipped to other sections of this State or to other states.
The hauling of hay from one part of the State to the other, and- the carrying of feed for horses, sheep and other stock,
by persons driving through an infested region, will materially aid in the distribution of the insect. This has been especially true of its distribution in the Summit County region. ann
the insect may have been carried to other parts of the State
in the same manner, but not yet become numerous enough to
be noticed. In fact, every sort of vehicle traveling through
an infested region becomes a means of distribution for weevils which may fly and alight upon it.
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It is not uncommon, during the flying se-as,on , to find
weevils ,in cars on the railroad trains which are passing out
of 8alt Lake Valley into other valleys. Weevils flying against
these trains cling there and may not drop off for several miles:
if the locality where they leave the train is favorable for their
hibernation or breeding, a small colony may easily be started.
Weevils that get inside cars may be carried for almost any
dIstance. Twenty-seven were taken in the vestibule of one
sleeping-car on a train in Salt Lake County one day in July,
] 910. When one considers that sleeping cars constantly pass
from one side of the continent to the other, traversing the infesten region en route CMap 2.) , it is probably but a quest ion
of a short time before the weevil will be generally distributed
over the alfalfa regions of the United States.

LIFE HISTORY.

The insects hibernate as adult weevils in any well s'heltered spot available at the time they are going into hibernation; they come out as early in the spring as the alfalfa starts
and apparently begin laying eggs '" ithin a few days. (Life
History Charts 1 and 2).
In 1908 and 1909 the egg-laying p eriod lasted from early
in April to the first week of July. In 1910 eggs were being
laid the first week in l\farch and in Salt Lake County the period was about ended the last week in lVlay, though some eggs
were laid throughout June.
While the most of the beetles appear the latter part of
June and throughout July, some of them come out of the cocoons as late as the first week in September. A few or the
beetles of the new generation were found mating in the latt er part of August, 1909.
In 1910 the first beetles issued the 28th of April ann up
to the fir~t of July have not been found mating. An examination of the females made several times 'a week throughout
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June showed no traces of development of eggs in the ovaries.
So far as has been observed, no larvae pa.ss over winter.
In the fall of 1909 a few young larvae were found feeding on
the third crop of alfalfa and caused a slight amount of damage. Careful examinations of these fields from this time on
showed that probably most of these larv,a,e died before reaching maturity, and they may have developed from eggs laid
very late in the yoear by the overwintering aclults.
A month or six weeks after the first emergence of the
beetles from hibernation there can be found all stages of the
insect in the fields. With our present data, the life history
of anyone weevil will thus approximate more than a year in
the adult stage or from the time the egg was, laid to the death
of the adult, forty-five to sixty weeks; that is, the egg, seven
to sixte!.~n days; first stage of larvae, five to eight days; second stage of larvae; twelve to twenty days; third stage of
larvae, twelve to thirty days; pupa, s,i x to fourteen days; and
the adults ten to fourteen months.
Heeger,3 in a short description of the life history of the
weevil in Europe, states that the larvae casts three skins and
gives the dates for the different stages as' follows :-eight to
twelve clays each moult, pup,a nine to twelve days, and into
adult in fourteen days. Whether he really means that there
are four full stages of the larvae we are unable to state from
the short acc,o unt given, but only three stages of the larvae
have been found in Utah.

It is rather hard to determine the exact number of eggs
laid hy the females but examinati'ons of a number of ovaries
and the keeping in captivity of a number of females would
seem to show that they lay from two to three hundred eggs.
When they first come from hibernation eggs are laid very
sparingly. After several days they begin to deposit them in
larger numbers and after a few weeks of this rapid egg-laying, they again lay their eggs sparingly for several weeks.
Over-wi'n tering females have been found the last of June with
forty to fifty eggs in the ovaries, some of them well develop d.
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STAGES.
EGG. The egg is oval, rounded at the enrls, and, when
first deposited, lemon yellow in color. Three of them laid end
to end would about reach across an ordinary pin head. As
the eggs incubate, they become darker at one end and a deeper 'yellow in the other portions. Under the microscope, the
surface of the egg is very slightly roughened and sculptured.
In one lot of 1139 eggs the incubation period varied from
seven to sixteen rlays and gave an average of a trifle over ten
days.
LARVAE. The larvae does not cut an opening in making its exit from the shell, but, by muscular contractions, rolling and twisting inside the shell, it obtains sufficient pressure
to burst through the thin membrane.
Upon first hatching, the larvae is' a little larger 4t diameter than a coarse thread and about as long as across an ordinary pin head. It is pale, dirty yellow at first, with a heao.
somewhat darker and with very minute black spots showing
on the body. The white stripe on the back which later is so
prominent can scarcely be seen. When five or six days old
it sheds its skin and passes into the second stage, in which the
face shows darker ano. the white stripe running lengthwise of
the' back becomes plainer the remainder of the larvae being
of a greenish color, somewhat lighter than that of the alfalfa
on which it is feeding. It is about one-eighth of an inch long
in this stage and about one-fourth as wide as long. With the
third moult or casting of the skin (Plate II, fig. 2, 3), the larvae becomes still darker green, the line on the back almost
pure white and there is a faint indication of a white line on
~ach side.
The face shows the characteristic black that SD
readily distinguishes this species from any other larva.e in the
alfalfa fields. In this, the full-grown stage of the l,a rvae, a
careful examination would show that the body ap·p eared
wrinkled or slightly contracted between the different segments and they have more of a tenrlency to lie in a curled

PLATE I. Fig. 1-2, Larvae feeding in buds. Fig. 3-4, Larvae fe~ding on
leaves. Fig. 5, Larvae, natural position (enlarged 2x). Fig. 6, Cocoons (enlarged 2x). Fig. 7, Pupae (enlarged 4x). Fig. 8, Adult,
(enlarged 4x).
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position than in the younger stages. The largest larvae are
but a trifle over a quarter of an inch long and about one-third
as wide.
COCOON. When full grown, the larvae either crawl or
drop to the ground and spin a cocoon in the dead leaves or
other rubbish there present. When there' is dead alfalfa, such
as that injured by frost, the cocoons may be found in dead
leaves as high as six inches above the ground. The 0Ocoon is
globular, composed of a rather coarse network of pure white
threads and large enough for the larvae to lie in it in a slightly curved position. The larvae take from two to ten hours to
spin the cocoon ano. from one and a half to two days after
thiS' to change into the pupa state.
PUPA. The pupa or resting stage is at first pale green.
As it advances toward the beetle or adult stage, it becomes
darker ano. the legs and other portions of the body are more
readily recognized. They lie from six to fourteen days inside the cocoon in this stage and then come out as full-grown
adults. The adults are oval in shape, from one-eighth to threes'ixteenths of an inch long (Plate I, fig. 8), and when freshly
emerged are a pale brown with a distinctly q.arker line extending down the back. 'rhey are at first rather soft but in
one to three o.ays, depending somewhat on the amount of su~
shine, they cut their way out of the cocoon and crawl on to
the alfalfa stalks. By this time the wing covers and other
partS' of the body have become hard and the color has changed
to a deep brown. There are some gray and black hairs mixed with these brown hairs s·o that it gives it a spotted appearance. The beak is rather stout and slightly curved and about
half as' long again as the head. The males are somewhat narrower than the f emales and slight~y smaller in size. As the
summer progresses, some of the hai'r s and scales get rubbed
off the weevil, causing it to appear darker in color and before
the following spring is passed many of them have s'o many
scales rubbed off that they appear black with small irregular
gray spots.

PLATE II. Fig. 1, Face view 01 full-grown larva. Fig. 2, Side view of
larva. Fig. 3, Dorsal view of larva. Fig. 4, Dorsal view of adult. Fig.
5, Side view of adult. Fig. 6, Ventral view of pupa. Fig. 7, Eggs in
position in s tem. Fig. 8, Antenna.
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EGG-LAYING.

When
th e weevils
first issue
from
hibernabon
the spring, they appear to deposit th eir eggs for
seyeral days or perhaps weeks on the stems or through the
base of the leaves into the .young growing buds or even dire ctly Dn or in the terminal buds of the plant. As the beetles bec<?me more active and numerous, the egg-laying bec,ome's more
rapid and continuous and the majority of the eggs are then
laid in the stemsl. (Plate II, fig. 7; Plate III ) .
The weevils ma~e two kinds: of punctures in the stems of
the plants at this seas·on of the year, feeding punctures and
egg punctures. Tables: II, shows the relation of these punctures at egg~laying time, and furni's h data as to number of
eggs laid in the stems'. 1'his table shows that of 2,373 eggs"
there were on an average 6.29 eggs to an egg-puncture and
15.61 eggs to a stalk.
The feeding puncture (Plate IV, fig. 1-6 ) is usually rather irregular in outline, somewhat circular or oval, roughened
on the edges, ann often penetrating to the center of the stalk;
the weevil apparently gouging out considerable food from the
interior of the stems. A weevil will stand for some time with
its beak ins,e rted into one of the feeding punctures, twisting
it back and forth in the tissue until it apparently has worked
out little particles: of food , when it withdraws the beak and
chews and swallows the food, often returning to again feed
in the same puncture.
The punctures made for egg-laying (Plate III) , are alw.ays
circular, the weevil apparently making on~y one insertiDn of
the beak, standing lengthwis'e of the stem, usually with the
head downward, inserting the beak at an angle toward the
base of the stem, ann giving it a rather sudden pull upwards,
thus making a slit inside the stalk for some little distan ce,
both above and below the puncture, The beak ,is then withdrawn and the insect, either turning around, or walking forward, pushes her ovjpositor int·o the puncture. From one to
twenty-eight eO'gs have b een found in sert ed through a single
III
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puncture. Those beetles seen ovipositing have taken from
thirty s'e conds to two minutes to l ~y an egg, the ovipositor
apparently , being withdrawn after each egg is deposited.
There seems to be no regularity in the manner of laying these
eggs their number or position in the stem. Where a large
number are present the last ones often fill the hole to the outside of the stem.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF EGG AND FEEDINGPUNCTURE STUDIES.*

Date

1 IAPril 1,
2 April 1,
3 May 1,
4 April 18,
5 M~ay 22,
6 May 24,
7 July 6,
8 IJune 18,

'09
'10
'09
'10
'09
'10
'09
'10

18
16
26
32
9

14
18
21
1154

12
78
4.3
50
47
126
30.
7.8
80
84
484 18.6
40 132
945 29.5
26
316 35.1
44
23
229 16.7
38
12
16
93 16.3
102
28
24
5.
I 306 1380 I 2373 1 15.61

I

6.5,
4.2
5.7
7.16
7.8
6.03
5.8
4.2
6.29

14.1 to 1
11.6 to 1

1
1
11
\1
1
11
11

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1
3.3
1.65
1.64
1.3
1.2
1.23

In some cases the weevil has been seen to scrape a little
of the epidermis from the stalk near by or even from the margin
of the puncture and uS'e this to stop up the hole. Particles
of excreta have been found in the openings of some holes.
Very many of the eggs deposited in the opening of the egg
puncture fail to hatch. or are destr,o yed by predaceous ins'e cts.

FEEDING HABITS.
Young Larvae.
Soon after hatching from the eggs, the larvae, which at
that time are quite active, begin feeding in the interior ' of the
*The detailed tables from which these results and the egg-hatching
records were obtained will be published in another paper.
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stalk. sometimes · remaining there for three or four days, and
isolated examples have been found that have passed into the
second stage, still inside of the stalk. Larvae have been found
inside hollow stems several inches away from the place where
they hatched, working their w~Y' upward, anrl later issuing
through a feeding puncture. lTsually after three or four days
they come out and work their way up the outside of the stems
and conceal themselves in a leaf-bud, usually at the tip of
the plant. Here they feed through the remainder of the first
stage and sometimes during the second stage.
In feeding, the larvae bore holes into the buds: (Plate 1.,
figs. 1, 2), working their way in until they are often completely concealed inside the opening bud. The plant then
sends out other buds below this point, ancl usually other young
larvae are present to destroy these, so that at times the growing
tips of the plants become so injured as to give these tips the
appearance of a gall. As many as fifte en young larvae have
been found feeding in the terminal bud of one stalk. Sometimes, before they are fully developed in, the sec.ond stage,
they pass out onto the leaves, at first eating the upper epidermis only.
Unfoldi'ng leaves, which have n ot been completely destroyed, often show the feeding marks of the larvae very
regularly on each side after they have opened. Sometimes
these marks are so regular that they are alike in position on
all three leaflets, giving it a slight r esemblance to the work
of the alfalfa root-weevil {Sitones sp.).
By far the greatest amount of injury is caused by the
insect in the larval stage. The maj ori ty of the young .la.r vae
may be found feeding in the alfalfa leaf burls for from six
to twelve or fifteen days after hatching. The.y are so thoroughly concealed in these developing leaves, buds and flowers ,
that a superficial examination of the plants shows no insects
present, and it is not until they reach the full grown stage
that most persons notice the numbers that are really present
in the field.

PLATE III. Fig. 1-3, Stems showing eggR punctures (1, clover) (enlarged
8x). Fig. 4, Stems s how ing 8gg punctures and epidermal feeding. Fig.
5-9, Stems split to show effect on interiur tissue (enlarged 2x) .
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Older Larvae.
After the final moult, they feed almost entirely on the
opened leaflets (Plate 1., figs . 3, 4), this being especially true
if there are still many young laTvae i'n the buds. Full grown
larvae will also feed in and on the growing terminal buds
(Plate 1., figs,. 1, 2) . The larvae have the usual habit of the
young of this genus: clinging to a leaf by twisting the end
of the body around the margin, and even when feening in the
bud or elsewhere, they nearly always lie in a curled position
(Plate I., fig. 5) , the head almos,t reachi'ng the end ,o f the
abdomen.
V\There the infestation is heavy, such as after the third
year, and especially is this true on alfalfa from fifte en years
old and upwards, it seems almost impossible for the plant~
to maintain any gro~ th, since the buds that started from the
sides are entirely destroyed. The pres'e nt year in Salt Lake
County there were hundreds of acres, on "hich the first crop
couln not be cut, since i't did not grow over six to eight inches
high. The insects at this time had practically killed this
growth, having skeletonized the leaves and eaten the buds
all out so that the field appea.red as, if a frost had passed
over it.
The first crop is usually cut at a time when there are
very many larvae of all stages in the field , The cutting of
the crop shakes: the larvae onto the grounn, and those that are
. not fully grown , or nearly so, crawl back to the plants, the
result being that the second crop has no opportunity to start.
every bud and leaf being eaten from it and even holes: e~ten
into the stalks, until these larvae are full grown and pass to
the ground to pupate. Whlle the larvae have no true legs,
the fleshy p:r:ojections that take their place enable the insect
to move quite rapidly while on the plant.

Adult Feeding Habits.
rrhe beetle remains' in the c,ocoon unt,il well If'a rdened, then
eats -its: way out, apparently not siwa;llOW1ng any of· the tissue
of the cocoon. crawls up on the stems of the alfalfa and fe eds

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1-6, Stems showing spring feeding punctures.
Stems showing epidermal feeding.

Fig. "
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upon the epidermis of the stalk, often rasping it off for the
whole length of the stalk (Plate IV., fig. 7) . After they
begin to migrate they m3.jy often be seen feeding on the leaves
of the plant, shredding (Plate V. , figs. 2-5) rather than skelet onizing them. Where there are large numb ers issuing in a
field, quite a considerable dama.ge is done to the sec,o nd crop ,
and sometimes even to an early third crop by th e beetles.
As they become more numerous they collect 0n the stalks
and leaves of plants that occur along ditches and the edge
of fielrls in large numbers, often gathering in balls an inch
or more in diameter (Plate V. , fig. 1 )~ and weighting the
stalks down until they almost touch the ground. This is especially true where they have migrated from a field re cently
cut and where> they are getting ready for the summer flight.
'Vhere present in such numbers, they will somebmes completely defoliate the plant.
They usually leave the heavier portions of the veins and
the flower heads, but instances have been noted where th ey
ate all the leaves, buds and flowers, and the epidermis of the
stalk (Plate Vr., fig. 2). Their presence may be easily detected on the leaves by the brown liquid which they deposi t
,in spots wherever they are feerling. They are quick to drop
when approached, and if watched will lie still for some time.
then gradually unfold th eir legs and carefully turn themselves
·over, waving their antennae j'u the air, as if to scent danger.
If everything appears all right, they 'will run quickly a'w ay
to hide, or climb up the stem to feed.
The males often accompany the female during oviposition,
,and there are repeated periods of mating and egg-laying,
The majority of the weevils feed on the leaves at night
from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m., many then lying partly con cealed on
the plant and again feeding at a.bout dayli'ght. They then
go down to the grounrl and many stay hidden until dark.
0thers feed some during the day time on the stalks and leaves
.of the plant.
Early in th e pring the weevils coming out from winter
quarters cause cons.iderable damage by their feeding punc-

PLATE "\. Fig. 1, Stem of alfalfa showing clusters of adult weevils
(enlarged 2x) . Fig. 2-5, Leaves showing injury by adult weevils
(natural size).
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tures on the young shoots. On some fields examined over
30 per cent of the spring growth had been killed back by these
feeding punctures the growth being so small at the time the
injury was accomplished that there was: not room enough left
for he sap to pass up and maintain the growth; the stalks
shriveled at the point of injury, the leaves above withered,
and the plants soon broke off.
In the early spring very few of the weevils: appear to feed
on the leaves, confining their attentions principally to puncturing the stalks.
l,

LENGTH OF LIFE OF ADULT.
In 190'7 anults were present in small numbers July 9 in
the East Mill Creek district. In 190'8 and 190'9, the first adults
were found issuing from the pupae about the 15th of June.
The adults continued to issue until August 1st, the majority
coming 'o ut in July.
In 1910 the first adults were taken in a breeding cage
on the 28th of April, the first being found in the fields on
the 12th of May. By far the greater number this year i's sued
during the last week of IVlay and the first two weeks in June.
After the 1st of July, 190'9, the old weevils were quite
scarce in the fields , but some were present until the last of
August.
The 1910 egg-laying period was apparently over, so far
as the majority of the beetles were concerned, the 1st of Jun e,
and old beetles 'were very scarce by the 1st of July in the Salt
Lake Valley.
It is usually quite easy to recognize the overwintering
beetles, since they have become mOre or less rubbed, the norsal surfac.e appearing quite dark and continuing to grow
darker as the season advances and more scales are rubbed off.
After the new beetles appear in the spring and summer, overwintering beetles are easily separated, since they are not so
active as the newly issued weevils and their dark appearance
contrasts strongly with that of the new weevils.

Fig. 1, Alfalfa severely injured by larvae. Fig 2, AlfalfE\.
from salIle field after weevils have further injured it.

PLA TE VI.
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mBERNATION.
Rather early in the fall, many of the weevils begin
leaving the fields and before a frost comes have s'ought shelter,
either in the crowns of the alfalfa plants in the fields close
to the surface of the ground, under leaves, in weeds and rubbish, along ditch banks, in hay ann straw stacks, or other
well sheltered spots. Bands on apple trees are apparently a
favorite hiding place for ' the weevils. After the latter part
of July many may be captured when the bands are being
examined, as many as 160 having been founn under one band.
Observations made under ordinarlJ' field conditions by
counting the number of hib ernating specimens over a given
area in the field, and in other hibernating places, and c·omparing these counts with those made over like areas during
the winter, ann again in the spring, would seem to show that
from 75 to 80 per cent of the weevils going into hibernation
live through the winter.
While the crop is being put up, weevils are often so
numerous that men working in the fields are made decidedly
uncomfortable by weevils crawling outside and, inside their
clothing, over their faces , and in their hair, and where the
hay from the fields is being put in the barns, one side of a
barn may at times be almost covered with adults. Later, in
the winter or in the early spring, when the last of this hay is
being fed out, the floor of the barn will often be swarming with
beetles which have passed the winter in thi's well protected
place.
A small number seem to succumb during the early spring
weath~r, and, from that time on, there are always a .few to
be found nead in the fields. After the beetles have become
somewhat rubbed, the dead ones closely r esemble the color
of the ground on which they are lying. Undoubtedly, large
numbers die in the summer soon after the principal egg-laying
season is over, but only a few will be noticed. Apparently
quite a large number of the newly issued beetles die the summer they emerge.
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During the period when they are going into hibernation,
they are quite susceptible to climatic conditions, even the
passing of the sun behind a cloud will drive them to shelter,
and a cold rain following a ve~ hot day will so chill those
that have not been able to get into proper shelter that many
will not survive the night.
ENEMIES.
MAM.l\fALS: A vole (Sorex sp.) '" as killed in a field i'n
1908; in is stomach were found several grasshoppers and other
insects common to alfalfa fields , and the remains of one
weevil.
BIRDS: Chickens rearlily feed upon the weevils and their
larvae, and will also pick up the cocoons' where they are at '
all common. However, chickens do not feed 'upon them for
any length of ti'm e: one or two hours seems to be sufficient
time to s·a tiate them, and then they will leave the fielrls until
the next day.
Wild birds do not appear to relish the weevil, or perhaps
they have not become accustomed to its presence. Of eighty
En.glish sparrows examined, all shot in alfalfa fields , the remains of weevils were found in but twenty, and then only in
small numbers, from two or three up to twelve (one instance
only. ) No larvae have been found in the stomach of the English sparrows. Young English s'parrows. taken from the nests
occasionallV" have the remainsl of a weevil present, but it evidently supplies an .extremely small portion of their food.
A Blackheaded Grosbeak (Habia sp.) was killed and the
stomach was found to contain a few undigesterl wing covers
of the weevil.
Blackbirds (Scolocopbagus cyanocepbalus and others) occasionally feed upon weevils but under ordinary conditions
are not present in the alfalf.a fields during the summer and
only occasionally visit them in the fall before migrating.
AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES: Horn-toads (Pbryno.
soma spp.), swifts (Lacertilia spp.) and toads (Bufo spp.) all
feed upon the weevil, the latter animal being very fond of
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them. The stomachs of a number of toads found in alfalfa
fields have been opened and examined, and where the weevils
,a re at all plentiful, they are found in large numbers.. Over
.800 larvae were taken from the stomach of one toad found in
a recently cut field, and there w,as present a mass of more or
less digested animal matter which apparently eontained a
go-od many more larvae. From ' this same toad there were also taken seventy-five weevils, and there were in the partly digested mass the wing-covers of more weevils. Other toads ex.a mined, while they have contained a less number than this,
have nearly always had the stomach well filled with oifferent
:stages of the· weevil.
Where frogs (Rana sp.) are present along the banks of
-ditches and sloughs, they have been found feeding on both
1arval and adult stages of the weevil.
In the stomach of a small garter snake was found the remains of several ants and the wing-covers of two weevils. A
rattlesnake killed in an alfalfa field had an empty stomach.
SPIDERS: Several species of spiders living in alfalfa
fields capture larvae for food.
INSEOTS: No parasitic in sects have yet been bred from
.a ny stage of the weevil.
IV[any predaceous insects are founo in the alfalfa fields ,
but few seem to be feeding upon th e weevil in any of its stages. Mitis affinis has been occasionally found suckling young
larv:ae and puncturing the eg1gs which are laid in the ,o uter
portion of the oviposition punctures. Acanthocoris musculus
has been found feedi'ng upon the larvae of the first and second stages. Several species of ants have been observed carrying larvae of all three stages, and cocoons with the pupae in
them, to their n ests. This w.as' especi'ally true in the f:pring of
1910, when ants and aphids were mU0h more plentiful in alfalfa fields than ordinarily. 8everal Carabids will capture and
devour larvae which fall upon the grouno', and in one instance
one was found cutting i'n to a cocoon to see-ure the pup'a.
DISEASES: N either bacterial nor fungous disea.ses have
been found attacking the alfalfa leaf-weevil.
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REMEDIAL MEASURES.
During the past two years a number of experiments have
b een carried on attempting to demonstrate the possibili~y of
growing first and se cond crops even in the presence of severe
jnfestation by the weevil. rrhe principal work in 1909 was
.carried on in attempts to grow the second crop in a district
which had been infested but two years. Some work "vas also 0arried on in the older districts endeavoring to st art t h e
first crop under as successful conditions as possible.
General Measures.
. There is no doubt that the present system of handling
alfalfa as practiced by many farm er s in the State is not producing for them the crops that they should receive. It is well
known that it do es not pay to run alfalfa from ten to thirty
or even more years on the same pie ce of ground without rotation.
The old alfalfa fields are the ones most severely injured
by the weevil in the long-run. They appear to recover very
slowly from the attack in the spring and when cut and treated in different experiments thes.e older fields rarely grow as
rapidly as the fields from two to seven years of age. Alfalfa
from two to seven years olrl u sually starts after cultivation
treatments of different kinds in from five to seven days, while
s ome of the older pieces have not begun to show green for
three or four weeks.
Thorough· discing of the alfalfa early in the spring has
proved to be one of the essential factors in securing a good
crop. This tends to increase the stand and the alfalfa is stimulated ' to a better and quicker growth and appears to be better able t o withstand the early weevil injury.
It will often be found to be necessary to disc the crop aft er the first cutting and sometimes after the second· cutting.
The alfalfa was in no way injured by this kina of treatment
the present year but on the contrary, in fields outside of the
weevil-infested district, showed a decided increase in yield
over adjoining plots that were not so cultivated.
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The older the alfalfa fields the more dead stems and general debris there is present and the better opportunity the
weevils have for hibernating.
Since one of the most common hibernating places is in
the weens and grass along fence rows, these should be cut and
burned late in the fall and if not at that time they should be
burnen over in the spring. If cut and burned in the f all, a
large number 'Of weevils will have to search for other places
to hibernate and a burning over of this character always destroys some of the weevils present.
Bands. on apple trees
should be removed after apples are picked in the fall.
The use of lime or fertilizers of any kind will not be of
service in fighting the ",reevil so far as direct action on the
insects is concerned.
Pasturing.
The pasturing experiments can be divided into two distinct groups: continuous pasturing, that is, from the time the
alfalfa starts' in the s'p ring until it is neemed the proper time
to remove the animals, either sheep, horses or cattle, and s,pecial pasturing, which is: placing the animals on the alfalfa at
certain times which may be settled upon in relation to the
work of the insects themselves.
Continuous pasturing with sheep has not proved to be as
much of a success as it was, hoped it would be. After pasturing sh.eep from six to eight weeks the alfalfa does not appear
to start well, even when given plenty of water.
However,
when it does start, the growth is very rapid and we may be
able later in the .y ear to demonstrate from the size of the second and third crops that this will also be a successful means
of growing the crop.
Pasturing with horses was tried by Mr. MaTk Bennion.
The field in which this e'x periment was' tried was very heavily
infested in 1909 and the larvae were doing a great deal of damage when the horses were put on in 1910. There were enough
animals kept on the field to keep it so closely eaten off that it
could be seen in but few places. During the seven weeks of
this pasturing, ending June 10th, Mr. Bennion went over the

PLATE VII. Alfalfa fi eld s ix weeks after firs t crop had been cut in 1909. Growth kept down by larvae .
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field with a heavy brush drag at least once each week. This
drag was pulled by four horses and an endeavor was made to
cover the field as rapidly as possible. It resulted in a very
thorough stirring up of the soil, a tearing open of the crowns
of the plants and a rather heavy dust mulch being present
upon the field throughout the time of pasturing. When the
horses were removerl and the field watered, it responded quickly, growi'n g fourteen inches in eighteen days. When the pasturing was ended, a careful examination showed that practically no weevils were present in the field and very rarely
could a larvae be found feeding on the leaves, but by the
28th of June a large number of beetles: had migrated from the
surrounding untreated fields and were doing sufficient damage to the tops of the alfalfa in this field to prevent it growing, so that the field was cut and the hay removed.
We have had several illustrations this year of special pasturing which have proved encouraging. On the farm of Mr.
Gilby, on the 16th of IVlay, the alfalfa averaged four to six
inches in height, a few places in the fields having grown as
high as fifteen inches, but these were very scattering. The
infestation was, quite severe. One of these fields was' then cut
and the hay removed from the ground. Sheep were immediately placed upon the cut and the uncut fields and so handled
as to get the crop off the ground in the shortest space of time
by drivin.g from one field to another. In eight rlays; the fields
were quite bare. The sheep were kept on, however, until May
28th, when they were removed. At this time the field appeared almost as bare as a road and was quite dusty. No larvae
or weevils could be found. The field was immediately watered. Of the thirty acres in these fields, the pieces cut June
28th to July 1st, averaged a little over two tons to' the acre
(Plate IX, fig. 15-average growth June 2'4 ,) (Plate XII, fig.
1) .

Where the sheep were r emoved from the fieldS' before the
majority of the eggs ~ ere laid, the alfalfa started but was
s'O'on cut back by the feerling of the young larvae and beetles
present in the fields. In some fields the alfalfa grew to a
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height of twelve to fourteen inches and was then mowed and
removed; sheep again run on the fields for a few days. then
removed and the alfalfa watered. In these cases the alfalfa
started almost immediately and has maintained a very good
growth 8'0 that it could be cut about July 1st to 10th.
It has been found entirely possible to keep the stock necessary to the running of the ordinary farm on alfalfa pasture
where it is well watererl, disced and in a good condition in
the spring. There seems to be no doubt that a proper c,ombination of pasturing with the use of the brush drag' will enable
one to raise a very g,o od first crop which will be ready to cut
about twelve to fifteen days later than uSIUal and will be fairly free from weevil injury. Where there are untreated fields
adjoining those. which are treated, it may be found necessary
to resort to more work with the brush drag and in some instances, on account of the migrating weevils, to cut this crop
earlier and again treat the field .
Burning .Fields·,

:F'rom the time the work was first taken up, attempts were
made to destroy the weevils by burning over infested areas at
rlifferent seasons of the year. Early spring burning when the
weevils are first 'coming out of hibernation has proved impossible on account of the scant amount of dried vegetation present at that time on the fields'. The cutting and burning of
the first crop has been a very excellent means of securing two
good crops rluring the remainder of the season. In a few cases
where this was tried, the first crop was sufficiently large ,
fourteen to eighteen inches high, to allow of ready burning
ove'r the field after it was cut and cured. The pres1e nt season in 8alt Lake Oounty has shown that where fields have
Deen heavi\Y' infested for several years so little growth has
been made up to this time that it would be impossible t,o burn
it after cutting. Unfortunately, straw is a commodi'tlY' not
always easily obtainable in sufficient quantities to aid in burning the field. The cost of scattering the straw over the field
to make a quick fire would hardly pay for the results obtained

PLATE IX. Fig. 1-12, 1909 experiments-all bundles from areas of the
same size. Fig. 1, Untreated, check on plats 2-6. Fig. 2, Leveling.
Fig. 3, Discing. Fig. 4, Discing and leveling. Fig. 5, Cross-discing.
Fig. 6, Cross-discing and leveling. Fig. 7, Untreated, check on arsenic
spray plats. Fig. 8, Lead arsenate spray on stubble. Fig. 9, Untreated,
check on plats 10-12. Fig. 10, Discing. Fig. 11, Cross-discing. Fig.
12, Cross-discing and brush-drag. Fig. 13, Alfalfa from ditch bank.
Fig. 15-20, 1910 experiments to show growth in height. Fig. 15, Gilby
sheep pasture. Fig. 16, Brush-drag. Fig. 17, Barton's gathering machine. Fig. 18, Hemingay's gathering machine. Fig. 19, Arsenic-Paris
Green. Fig. 20, Untreated, check plot.
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as comp,a red with cultivation methods. When June grass is
present in the fields in any great amount, it will, of c.ourse,
-easily burn and the field can be swept over by fire very effectually. However, where June grass is present, the short
crop of alfalfa will not pay for the work, and methods should
be employed to rem<>ved the June grass.
The use of some form of gasoline torch has been suggestoed. This would not be feasible on account of the cost and
labor attached to its working. These gasoline torches have
been tried .out very thoroughly in several places in the Mississippi Valley· and on the Atlantic Coast against such insects
as the ·c hinch bug, the gipsy moth** and the army worm, but
have proved to have little practical value; in fact ~ in many
instan.ces more harm was done to the crop than to the insects.
The use of a torch of this kind which could be operated i'n
the same manner as a plumber's torch might prove useful in
aiding the spread of fires along ditch banks and fence rows.
Brush Drag.
Many ,p atterns of the brush drag are in use but the one
which seems to be the best for our work is made by laying the
butts of rather short brush, five or six feet long, in a rOw on
a plank twelve or fourteen feet l<>ng, then another row should
be laid upon the first, consisting of longer brush, with the butts
trimmed a little further back so that you will have in effect two
brush harrows, one following the other. Another plank should
then be laId on the brushbutts and bolted toO the under plank
(Plate XI, fig. 2). In weighting this harr·ow, lay an ordinary
tooth harrow, with the teeth down, directly on the brush drag.
This makes a very even weight, at the same time it is so flexible
that the drag will work its way down into the small depressions as well as over the larger elevations of the field.
The brush drag has for its main object the knocking or
the larvae feeding on the stubble to the ground where it mangles many of them and suffocates others by the dust stirred up,
and tears up the c.ocoons that are present on the plant and on
"Forbes: 1908; 24th Rept. St. Ent. Ill., pp. 43-58.
·*Forbush & Fernald: 1896; The Gipsy Moth.

PLATE

x . Street sweeper in use on alfalfa fields.
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the ground. If the brush drag is built right, there will be
parts of the brush tearing through every cro", n of alfalfa in
the field and stirring up the soil sufficiently to cause a dense
fine dust in which many of the younger larvae are suffo caterl
and which the older ones find it very hard to crawl through
to reach the plants, many of them perishing in the heat o( the
sun.
We have used the brush drag under many conditions but
it appears to do the most valuable ,~ork when used on the
field immediately after an alfalfa crop has been removed.
(Plate XII, fig. 2) , If the field is very hard, it may be necessary to disc it once in order to get a good dust-mulch with
the harrow, but if the fieln has been properly disced in the
spring under ordinary circumstanc.es another discing will not
be necessary. The use of he brush drag during pasturing
with horses has been noticed above. It is usually not necessary to use this drag when pasturing with sheep, since their
sharp hoofs con tantly tramping over the field will accomplish almost the same purpose.
Fieldsl that were cut ~lay 12th to 15th and upon which a
brush drag was immediately used, the hay having been removed as quickly as possible and the brush drag followed by
watering, produced a good cr'op, fift een to eighteen inches
high, by June 15th (Plate IX, fig . 16). Unfortunately, at this
time there were a sufficient number of weevils migrating from
the nearby untreaten fields to check the gro~ th of the plants
materially and it was' thought nec,e ssary in some cases to again
cut these fields and go over them with the brush drag. After
watering the alfalfa again responded quickly to the treatment and grew rapidly. The use of the brush drag following
the gath ering machine will be treated unner that heading.

Wire Sweepers.
Several street sweeping machines were secured by the
farmers in the districts south of Salt Lake City and were tried
out for th e same purpo'e as the brush drag. These machines
consist essentially of a wire brush between two wheels. The

,~v"

.~"~' ~

Brush-drag,
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brush is set at a slight angle to its direction of progress. Unfortunately, we can present no data regarrling the benefit of
these machines early in the season, since they were not u sed
. until many of the larvae were going into the cocoon stage.

It was a most thorough means of destroying cocoons and
pupae in th e field. In areas where there were twenty-fiv e. '
thirty or more to the s.quare foot on the ground, after th e
street sweeper had passed , there was not one per cent alive.
As a means of raising a h eavy fine cloud of dust, I doubt if
anything could be superior. (Plate X ) . vVhile it only scratch- .
es the ground to a depth of Ij2 or 3-4 of an inch, it made sufficient dust to suffocate many young larvae and many of tll
older ones rlied in attempting to get back to the plants.
l\ir. Barton and others who had previously used -the gathering machines used the sweepers on portions of their field after the first crop was removed. They irrigated after using
the street sweeper and the alfalfa responded very readily, but .
apparently the growth was no better than where the bru h
drag was: us:e d and followed by irrigation.
rrhe cost of these machines., $300 to $350, would make
~hem almost prohibitive to the ordinary farmer anrl they could
only be us'e d ~ here a number of farmers combined.
However, using the idea of th e wire brush as a foundation, ~ e believe that a machine could be made that would be
as suc.cessful and cost not over $75 to *100. rrhis wire brush
could be hung parallel to a long axle connecting two plow
wheels and most of th e c,omplicated gearings and levers which
are n ecessary for the handling of th e machin e on the streets
virould be unnecessary.
Growing A Sec.ond Crop.
During 1909 a number of experiments ,vere tried on place.
near Taylorsville after 1h e removal of th e first crop. Figures
1-12 on Plate IX refer to these plots. rl'h e bundles of alfalfa
shown in figures 1-6, 9-12, are each from plots of the same
size, cut at the same time as the whole fielrl and the final

PLATE XII. Fig. 1, First crop following sheep (Gilby). Fig. 2, Crol>
from ten acres, brush-dragged. Fig. 3, Crop from ten acres, untreated.
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weight taken when the hay was ready to go into the stack;
hence they show comparat ive results for each experiment.

~

I

Treatment

I 'ioe!~~! II ~

I

Treatment

I:~~~et

1 ICheck (Untreat'j 7 ICheck for arseniC j
spray ......... 1100 Ibs.
ed) .......... 2700 Ibs. 1
2 Leveling ....... 18001bS'j 8 Arsenical spray .. 32001bs.
3 Discing ........ 27831bs. 1 9 Check (Untreated) 12400 lbs.
4 Discing and level10 Discing ......... 32001bs.
ing .... ...... 3116Ibs. / 11 ICross' discing .... 36001bs.
5 ICross discing '" 3606Ibs,. ,12/Cross discing and
6 ICross discing andl
brush-drag ... . 42001hs.
I leveling ...... 4566 IbS. 1 13 IFrom ditch bank. \
1
I
14 1Tobacco ........ . 3000 lbs.
Nos. 1-6 were treated 1-2 July, and cut 1st August.
9-12 were treated 15th August and cut 9th September.
13 from rank growth along ditch bank.
14 Tobacco. Black leaf sheep dip used, one to fifty. 'Killed
glome larvae.
Some of the fields that were first treated were adjacent
to fields that were not treated and the weevils migrated to
the green growing alfalfa and injured it considerably; one fi eld
;so situated, yielded 4,200 pounds to the a cre away from
the infested field, but only 2,200 pounds on the side where the
"weevils fed.
It was notic.ed that in the cross-disced and leveled. and
rcross:-discen and brush-dragged fields there was a. gtreat er
number of long and well branched stems than in fields not so
tre·ated. The relation of several lots of stalks counted were
as follow s :
Treatme nt

Stalks under
8 inches

Cross-disced and leveled ...... . ..... . ...
Disc.ed one way .................. . .... .
Arsenic spray .................. .... ... .
Cross-disced .and brush drag ... . ... . ....
Check (Untreated ) ......................
9-12 were treated 15 August and cut 9

8 inches
or longer

116
1204
76
601
126
1338
1127
86
215
654
September.
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The actual number of stalks to a give!). area was considerably larger in fields thoroughly disced than in those not sO'
treated. Fields disced early in the spring and alsO' treated
by cross-discing and leveling after the first crop showen this.
fact very plainly, the increase in number of stalks being from
25 to 45 per cent on the disced fields.

Gathering Machines.
By a pecuh'ar coincidence, several personS', including the
author, evidently thought of a gathering machine at about
the same time. Among these were lVlr. Earl Bennion of Taylorsville, Mr. L. Hemenway and l\1r. Thomas Barton of Granger, and Mr. Fletcher of the Big Cottonwood district. The
result was that several machines, all founded on the same general principle, have been in use the present season, for the
purpose of gathering the weevils and larvae from the growing
alfalfa.
An ordinary header being taken, the cutting bar, the gearing running it, and all portions not essential to the running
of the reel ann to the pushing of the machine were removed.
A canvass was stretched across the table and upright canvas
strips placed at the ends and across the back (Plate XIII, figs.
1 and 2). The reel-bars and sticks were doubled, giving sixteen bars to strike the alfalfa.
This machine was then pushed over the field in the ordinary manner in which a header is! run. The machines were
fairly successful in that they gathered an immense quantity
of larvae and weevils from the fields, Mr. Hemenway, in going over fifteen acres of alfalfa one time, gathered about nine~y gallons of insects. l\1r. Barton swept his field with a machine of the same character at intervals of three nays to two,
weeks apart (Plate XIX). The number of weevils gathered
was not measured definitely each time but must have amounted to about twenty gallons to the acre for the eight times'.
A count of the number taken at one of the earlier sweepings and also at the last sweeping made showed that he gathered many millions from his field. Estimating these gives us.
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th e almost incredible number of 145,000,000 of the insects captured to the acre. This, of course, r epresents only those swept
fro m the field.
Only a small percentage of the insects in the first and second stages were caught by these machines at anyone time
but by the continued sweeping a great many of th ese larvae
were gathered in as th ey grew olner.
The cost of running this machine is very' small. An acre
-can be s'w ept in from twelve to fifteen minutes using two hors,es. The header is a little too heavy for two small horses to
push at the speen that will be necessary to do the most effective 'work, that is, a fast walk.
Later in the season ano't her machine was built which was
"Very much lighter and which can be r eadily handled by two
horses. In this machine two riding plow wheels were used in-stead of the heavier header wheels. The gathering box was
placed on runn ers so that it was but four in ches above the
ground . A sheet iron bottom was placed in the box and sheet
iron used for ends, thj's being considerably lighter than the
wood and canvas that would otherwise be necessary. Canvas was stretchen across the back and so arranged that one
<Bnd could be loosened so that the material gathered in the box
·c ould be r eadily removed. The reel was so arranged that it
could be raised or lowered according to the height of the alfalfa . While there are still several improvements that may be
made in the machine, this machine appears to be much easier
to handle and to do bett er work than the ones used earlier
in the year. It has, of course, been used only against the adult
weevils, s"veeping them from the fields when they are feeding
.at night, since it was not finished until the majority of the
larvae had become adults. It is possible that by using wheels
from a mower and lessening th e diameter of the reel the ma-chine would be more effective and more easily handled.
On lVlr. Hemenway's field about seventy gallons were
,c aptured in going over fift een acres. This was almost entirel y made up of adult insects and gave an average of about
166,000 weevils to the acre. The machi'n e, or conrse, kno cks

PLATE XIII.
Fi g. 1, Barton 's g at h ering m a chin e a t \\'01'1<.
Fi ~ . 2,
Hemingw ay 's gath erin g machin e. Fig. 3. Pl at spray ed w i t h arsenate
of l ead, 1909. Gro w th a fter i ghteen days.
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off s,ome alfalfa tops but as near as' could be estimaten there
were only about fifty pounds of thes'e tops gathered in the
machine.
The weevils 'are rapid travelers, especially when disturbed,
but ]Vlr. Hemenway found that by sprinkling crude oil in the
bottom of the hox in the beginning and on the insects once
each round thereafter that they could be kept from crawling
out.
These machines with some modifications will no doubt
pro've to be of c.onsiderable value, as a good crop was obtained ~here they " Tere used (Plate 9, fig. 17, 18 ), the present
y'ear. Several farmers can combine in building ann using the
same ma c ~in eo' thus mat erially lessening the cost.
0

o

Spraying.

.It can readily be seen that if it would be possible to spray
the pl'ants with a poison it would be easy to kill the larvae.
Unfortunately, the saving of the crop by this means may also be the poisoning of it so that it could not be used for food.
We have found it entirely possible to keep the first crop growing by th e use of an arsenical spray, spraying it several times
during the season, but the cost would render it practically
prohibitive.
Relying, however, on the fact that the larvae always try
to get back t o the plants after the hay has been cut, we have
tried several sprays upon the stub-ble. There could, of course,
be pra ctically no arsenic in hay cut from this field later on,
since it would all be sprayed upon the stubble ann the ground
and th e small amount in the dust that would stick to the curing hay 'would make no material difference.
Pari Green was used, one-third of a pound and one pound
to t.he barrel, requiring six barrels of s'p ray to the acre at a
cost of $1.30 to $2.00. Arsenate of lead, two and four pounds
to the barrel, requiring six barrels of spray to the acre at a
cost of $2.00 to $4.00 per acre. The Paris Green and the paste
arsenate of lead were both reasona,b ly effective where the
spray was applied liberally (Plate XIII, fig. 3). The apparatus usen in applying this spray was a lead pipe twelve feet
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PLATE XIV. Fig. 1, Mass of larvae and adult weevils collected from
three acres with the gathering machine.

long, on which were inserted six Bordeaux nozzles, the generating power for the spraying being an ordinary double-acting orchard pump (Plate XI, fig. 1. The spraying rod was
carried behind the wagon. With the team going at a slow walk
it was easy to thoroughly cover the stubble with the spray.
The sprayed field showed green five days after the spray was
applied! and had grown to a height of from fifteen to twenty
inches on June 10th, a period of eighteen days. At this time
there were no signs of growth on the adjoIning untreated
plats.
Unfortunately, as in several other of the experiments,
the weevils flying from other fields· on to this, the only green
alfalfa in the region, practically stopped its growth. On the
Paris Green field another spray of arsenate of lead at the rate
of six pound's per acre was applied. Very many of the weevils were killed by this spray but· their plac.es were constantly taken by others. By June 25th, the alfalfa on the unsprayed plats! had st arted. Plate IX, figs. 8, 19).
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Experiments were made in 1909 with tobacco solutions of
several strengths and with kerosene emulsions, but the results
obtained will not justify the use of either contact spray. 'T he
majority of the l,a rvae are too well concealed to be injured by
these sprays.
Trapping.

All attempts at capturing the weevils by means of various kinds of traps have proved failures. The weevils, no not
fly at night and apparently have no desire to get to a light.
A lantern was placed on a post in badly infested fields
in the summer of 1909, in one case where the adults were migrating in ilnmense numbers. Apparently none visited the
light by flying, though a few crawled up the post and walked
into the pan beneath the light. Not as many, however, as
went into another pan on a post on the other side of the field
where there was no light used.
It was f,o und that ditches nug along the side of the fie1d
and filled with water or oil were of little value, since s'o few
are captured that it would be of no practical service.
SYNOPSIS.

The alfalfa leaf-weevil is a small, oval, brown snoutbeetle, about 3-16 of an inch long, that is 'a ttacking alfalfa in
Utah. It is not a native species but has come to Utah fr,om
Europe.
It feeds on plants belonging to the alfalfa family, injuring all parts of the plant above ground.
The eggs are laid in the spring and early summer in the
stems or on the buds and leaves, and hatch in about ten days.
The young or larvae are small alfalfa-green wOrms with a
black head, they never become much more than one-quarter
of an inch in length when full grown. They feed on and in
the leaf-buds, in the stalks ann on the leaves.
The larvae have no true legs and have the habit 0.£ feeding or resting in a curled position.
When full grown, about 50 to 60 days, after hatching,
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they go to the ground and spin around them a lace-cocoon, iIi
which, in about fourteen days, they have turned into the full
grown, hard-shelled adult.
This adult feeds on the stems:, leaves and buds for several weeks and in August goes' into hibernation for the winter, seeking any well sheltererl pl'a;c,e.
The insect now occurs in Salt Lake, Davis, Weber, Morgan, Summit, Wasatch, Utah and Tooele counties', and threatens to eventually reach· all our alfalfa growing regions. It
spreads rapidly in the adult or beetle stage by flying in spring
and smnmer and by being carried with articles shipped from
an infested region, and on railroads, in wagons and automobiles, traveling through the places where it occurs.
It is recommended that alfalfa be disced in early sip ring
to stimulate it to better growth. That the first growth be
cut when the most of the eggs have been lairl (middle of May)
and then brush-drag the field thoroughly.
Sheep may be pastured on the fields at this time for two
. weeks, and alfalfa then watered and a good crop will usually
be assmed.
Gathering machines to capture the larvae and beetles' have
given good results when used on the fields. at the time the insects are m·o st numerous.
Fields should be brush-draggerl again after the first c!"op
has been cut.
All weeds and rubbish should be cleaned from field's,
yards, ditches and fence rows so that there will be less opportunity for the weevils to find winter shelter.
Alfalfa should not be allowed to grow mO'r e than seven
or eight years in infested districts.
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